
Zendrive Case Study:
Track24

Track24 provides applications that focus on keeping your people 
and assets safe and secure. Their applications provide and 
support a range of hardware for location services from discreet 
personal devices to integrated in-vehicle trackers to be used in 
the most remote regions globally.

Integrating safety equipment directly into vehicles has a important 
role to play, especially when they are a part of a fleet or network 
shared by many drivers, and possibly navigating remote and 
potentially hazardous regions with limited mobile connectivity.  
But in 2017, Track24 launched a Collision Response feature to 
their mobile app, called Smart24, which enables greater coverage 
for their global customers. The addition of this feature also achieves 
deeper safety for all passengers and drivers who use the app 
while on the road.

Track24 planned to scale the Smart24 app to help protect  
all drivers and passengers for almost all journeys in all vehi-
cles—not just those using shared vehicles with installed equip-
ment. Onboard telematics hardware and software provided an 
incomplete profile of Track24’s user base and needs. Their Colli-
sion Response feature required a technology partner that would 
enable greater ubiquity among their customers.

On-board impact detection hardware and software had become 
prone to false alarms and relied on less detailed algorithmic  
solutions.

PROTECTING PEOPLE, NOT VEHICLES

THE CHALLENGES

ZENDRIVE SOLUTIONS

Collision Response was built for all iOS and Android devices lever-
aging the Smart24 app. The Track24 team integrated Zendrive’s 
software development kit, with trip analytics and scoring capabil-
ities, to help their drivers and passengers around the world stay 
safer while driving.

“Zendrive’s ability to help us detect 
 road traffic accidents from a phone 
is a game changer for Track24. When 
combined with our own security and 
safety focused app, Zendrive lets us 
offer a no-hardware solution in a  
market otherwise inhibited by  
installing telematics devices  
in vehicles.”

RAYMOND KENNEY
Managing Director

“Zendrive lets us look beyond Driver 
Safety towards Passenger Safety. We 
can now analyze journey data beyond 
company-owned vehicles to include 
non-company vehicles such as taxis, 
leased and rental vehicles.”

SAMUEL LEACH
Data Scientist



BREAKTHROUGH #1: BREAKTHROUGH #2:
Track24 Keeps Drivers Safe in 

Dangerous Environments
Track24 Partners with Zendrive to Detect 

Collisions

Track24 had been working on driver safety 
and driver coaching hardware telematics 
and software products for the five years, 
and implemented features like a phys-
ical ‘panic button’ for when help might be 
needed urgently. Additionally, satellite 
communication antennas for maintaining 
real time connectivity globally, and driver 
coaching scores to help drivers understand 
where driving style could be improved, 
were implemented.
 
Many of Track24’s customers, from multi-
national companies to NGOs, explore the 
world’s frontiers and are acutely aware 
of the dangers while driving on unfamiliar, 
treacherous roads. Distracted driving 
behavior only augments those dangers 
because of the full visual, mental and 
manual attention a smartphone demands.
 
Track24 and the Smart24 app are providing 
a set of solutions that make clear the risks 
that both environment and driving quality 
have on people as well as their surround-
ings. Smart24 enables keener insights into 
collisions, as well as predictive analysis 
of collisions that customers use to help 
prevent collisions from happening due 
to behavior course correction. This also 
enables a more direct and efficient system 
for medical assistance—as well as a 
greater view of the activity that may have 
led to a collision.

Hardware telematics products like 
Track24’s are important for vehicles that 
need to traverse remote regions, or others 
which have a high degree of sharing among 
multiple drivers. With Zendrive’s SDK inte-
grated into their Smart24 personal safety 
app, the Track24 team was able to offer 
driver safety features that cover many 
more types of journeys that matter to 
corporate travelers like cars-for-hire, taxis, 
even motorcycles. Next, Track24 plans to 
make more use of Zendrive’s trip detection 
events and scoring features.
 
Zendrive’s technology made it possible for 
Track24 to conduct deeper research and 
development to provide premium collision 
detection features. Unlike the operating 
systems and ‘scripting languages’ of hard-
ware telematics devices, Zendrive’s SDK 
seamlessly integrated into their users’ 
devices. This continues to provide indus-
try-leading impact detection features that 
prevent false emergency alarms, saves 
more time, and ultimately ensures greater 
trust for their customers.

Track24 addressed their challenges by 
leveraging Zendrive’s ‘SDK-first’ approach 
to driver safety, as well as the fact that the 
collision detection feature has been vali-
dated and tested in highly regulated crash 
test labs.
                     
Zendrive’s team spearheaded the research 
and development on the collision detection 
and driver analytics front, which helped 
Track24 focus their efforts on safety 
features in their apps, like site inspections, 
offline maps, and emergency notification 
systems.
                     
Next, Track24 plans to leverage Zendrive’s 
geofence-based speed limits, which are 
among the most frequently requested 
features by their customers whose jour-
neys require tighter controls on speed 
limits for off-road or underdeveloped 
sites. This paves the way for updating 
the geofenced regions over large regions; 
currently they must be preloaded on hard-
ware to cover smaller areas.

BREAKTHROUGH #3:
Track24 Plans to Deepen Zendrive 

Integration for Added Safety
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